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Project Bearspaw by Tazscapes Inc., Calgary

Tazscapes Inc., Calgary, transforms

Bearspaw Estate into a place of

entertainment for family and social

gatherings.

CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA, May 14,

2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In 2019,

Tazscapes Inc., one of the most

reputable landscaping contractors, has

been in the limelight for several good

reasons, and one of the reasons is

Project Bearspaw. This project has

proved to be a new stature in Calgary

acreage landscaping. In this project,

Tazscapes Inc. transformed an estate

home into a beautiful place for entertaining family and friends. They were able to achieve this

milestone with visionary 2-acre landscaping ideas.

At Tazscapes, we seek to

push the limits to bring

something unique to

another client's residence.

From small backyards to

vast acreage landscaping,

we did it all last season!”

Mumtaz Mirza (Taz), Owner

People with grand visions are successful because, along

with vision, they are ambitious, risk-takers, and they're

always willing to contribute to society positively with their

work. These are the values that Tazscapes Inc. believes in,

and their unique concept has changed people's

perspective about residential and acreage landscaping in

Calgary.

Project Bearspaw is just another example of their highly

credible work. Tazscapes Inc., under the guidance of Mr.

Mumtaz Mirza (Taz), has acquired not only success but also

immense trust amongst Calgarians.

The client wanted a space in Bearspaw, which they can use to spend quality time with family and
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friends. Tazscapes Inc. took over the

responsibility to transform the estate

home entirely. First, they replaced the

existing deck with a composite deck

consisting of deck builder services,

pergolas, and a conventional privacy

screen. What makes Tazscapes Inc.

different from the rest of its

competitors is that they offer superior

wood services. They provide a wide

variety of options for clients to choose

from, such as natural cedarwood,

maintenance-free composite wood,

and much more. 

Deck Builders:

Tazscapes Inc. has earned the

reputation of one of the best deck

builders in Calgary. They have a wide

range of services to offer for lovely

outdoor facades, from maintenance-

free composite wood decks to a more

natural cedar finish. Several other

features, such as custom pergolas and

privacy screens, can increase your

deck's appearance and functionality.

Cedar Deck:

If you're planning to get a natural-

looking or modern cedar deck or

composite deck free from upkeep,

Tazscapes Inc. is your best available option.

Pergolas:

Overhead structures or arches give a deck a magnificent appearance. It's visually appealing from

an aesthetic perspective and provides shade and a cozy feel to space.

Outdoor Kitchens Calgary:

The outdoor kitchen has become a trend now as it gives you an option to enjoy your meal

outside during sunny summer. At Tazscapes, residential customers get to think, visualize, and

design their kitchens innovatively. Along with that, they also bring your outdoor kitchen to your

backyard with several other features that would double your experience of cooking food. From

sink to dishwasher, side-burner stoves to coolers, you name it, Tazscapes Inc. has got you
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covered.

Privacy screens:

One of the fantastic features is privacy

screens. Unlike old boring lattice

screens, they focus more on the design

and aesthetic aspects of privacy

screens.

So, if you have a vision for your

acreage property, you don't have to

worry since Tazscapes Inc. is well-

versed with what you want. They

understand your needs and know how

to transform your dream into reality.

Visit (https://tazscapes.ca/) or phone

587-578-0747 to reach out to their

team.

Mumtaz Mirza

Tazscapes Inc.

+1 587-578-0747

email us here

Visit us on social media:

Facebook

LinkedIn
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